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Nuclear power offers a range of advantages for Africa; economic, 
environmental and logistical. It also has some disadvantages. And 
it requires formidable legal, financial, administrative, educational 
and engineering preparations before any African country can adopt 
it. The question is - can nuclear power help Africa overcome her 
desperate shortage of electricity? An increasing number of African 
countries are beginning to think so.

Africa is the least developed continent in the world with its most 
rapidly growing human population. But Africa holds the world’s 
greatest treasures of wildlife, especially of large animals. This 

wildlife, of priceless value to our planet, is under threat by expanding 
communities of poor people. In Europe ten thousand years ago, lions 
roamed from England to Russia. There is not one wild lion left. They 
were annihilated by desperately poor farmers who saw them as a mortal 
danger and a threat to their livestock. Before Europe was industrialised, 
the lions had been wiped out by primitive Europeans. Today their de-
scendents, wealthy from commercial farming and industrialisation, pay 
for expensive Safari holidays in Africa and take photographs of lions. 
They see them as wonderful assets.

Race against time
In Africa, there is a race against time. Africa must become wealthy 
and industrialised before its poor people wipe out the forests and the 
wildlife. The richer countries become, the fewer children they have 
and the less area of land they need per household. African housewives 
must be able to get their energy for cooking from modern energy 
sources, such as gas and electricity, rather than chopping down trees 
for firewood. Africans must become rich and secure enough to regard 
lions and elephants as assets not threats. Human and animal wellbe-
ing goes together. 

African situation
In recent years there has been encouraging news from Africa (after 
decades of bad news). Many African countries are enjoying the high-
est economic growth rates on Earth. Democracy is spreading. Political 
stability is growing. Investment is increasing. Unlike Europe and Japan, 
Africa has a large population of young people to form a workforce. 
However, there are many obstacles to African development. The worst 
is woeful infrastructure, especially of water, sanitation, transport and 
energy - and in particular electricity.

Electricity may be divided into small and large usage. Households, 
schools and clinics require small amounts of electricity for lighting, 
radios, TV, cellphones and computers. If grid electricity is not avail-
able, this electricity can be supplied by solar photovoltaic panels and 
small wind turbines charging batteries. These are excellent uses of 
‘renewable’ energy.

Industry and commerce require large amounts of grid electricity that 
must be supplied reliably 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. Lack of 
such electricity is crippling African economies and hindering industriali-
sation. In Africa, 58% of people [1] do not have access to grid electricity. 
Where it is available, it is usually expensive and unreliable. Even in such 
large economies as Nigeria, an industrialist would not set up a factory 
without installing his own generator, because the grid is so unreliable. 
Power stations, transmission lines and distribution networks are all 
inadequate and unreliable, with frequent stoppages and large losses.

Africa desperately needs a huge increase in electricity generation. 
But from what energy sources? The energy should be safe, clean, 
economic, reliable and appropriate. It is extremely important that the 
choice should be made on rational, scientific grounds and not on the 
grounds of fashion or ideology.

Unfortunately, Africa has been cursed by the imposition of foolish 
ideas - in the past by the colonial powers, and recently by the World 
Bank, aid agencies and international NGOs. They have become agents 
of cultural imperialism, using Africa as a laboratory for their silly new 
fads and theories. In the field of energy, the current manias in the 
West are climate change and the ‘green economy’. The notion that 
rising carbon dioxide (CO2) will change the climate in a dangerous way 
has no scientific basis. CO2 is a weak greenhouse gas that has never 
been seen to have any significant effect on global temperatures in the 
past half a billion years.

CO2 has only one significant absorption band in the Earth spectrum 
of emitted radiation, at 15 microns. This is already saturated. Adding 
more CO2 only has a minor effect (slighting increasing absorption in the 
shoulders of the band and reducing the absorption altitude). If you look 
at global temperatures and CO2 levels over the last 550 million years 
(temps: C R Scotese; CO2: R A Bernier, 2001), there is no correlation 
between them. Recently, in the last million years or so there has been 
a correlation between them but with temps leading CO2, for the obvi-
ous reason that rising ocean temps cause out-gasing of dissolved CO2.

 There is nothing to suggest that the slight warming of the 20th 
Century was any different from previous natural warming periods, either 
in magnitude or rate of change [2].

The Mediaeval Warm Period, worldwide from about 900 to 1200 
AD is one of these natural warming periods, when temps were rather 
higher than now. If you go to www.co2science.org you will find refer-
ences to over 1 000 scientific studies confirming it.

‘Green’
‘Green’ technologies seem to be so selected on entirely arbitrary 
grounds; they are often bad for the environment. Wind turbines, for 
example, while excellent for generating small amounts of electricity 
for use off the grid, are essentially useless for grid electricity, where 
they are extremely expensive, hopelessly unreliable and per kWh use 
huge amounts of natural resources in a wasteful and inefficient way. 
(Wind turbines need ten times as much steel and concrete per kWh 
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In our context, nuclear is a viable alternative source of energy. And 

best we face up to it: nuclear energy offers some rather remarkable 

advantages over coal with regards to the production of bulk power. 

As with all technologies, we are getting better and better at ensuring 

that it is used responsibly and effectively. 
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as nuclear power [3]. Yet, for some reason, they are labelled green. 
Solar power for grid electricity has proved even more expensive and 
unreliable than wind wherever it has been tried, including in sunny, 
desert-like regions of the USA. Africa must choose her energy sources 
wisely and rationally, regardless of Western whims. 

The Industrial Revolution, which greatly increased the wealth and 
well-being of people in the West, was based on fossil fuels. Africa 
should not hesitate to use them as energy sources where they are 
available and economic. Similarly, she should use her vast untapped 
hydro potential, particularly on the Congo River, where it is available 
and economic. East Africa has some potential for geothermal energy, 
which should also be used.

But some countries in Africa have few indigenous energy reserves, 
and in many countries that do have them, they are far from centres 
of electricity demand. For these countries, nuclear is an option. At the 
moment Africa has only one nuclear power station, Koeberg, near Cape 
Town, built in 1985, with a capacity of 1800 MW and providing about 
6% of South Africa’s electricity.

Nuclear power, which began a little over 50 years ago, now provides 
about 14% of the world’s electricity. It has by far the best safety record 
of any source of energy. Taken over the full energy cycle (which includes 
fuel extraction and processing, manufacture, construction, operation, 
waste disposal and decommissioning) the number of accidents world-
wide that killed five people or more in different energy sectors from 
1969 to 2000 is shown in Table 1.

Coal 1119

Oil 397

Natural gas 135

LPG 105

Hydropower 11

Nuclear 1

Table 1: Number of accidents in the energy sector with at least five fatali-
ties between 1969 and 1996 (Source: Paul Scherrer Institut, 2010. ISBN 
978-92-64-99122-4. OECD).

Nuclear sustainability
The single such nuclear accident was Chernobyl in the USSR in 1986 
caused primarily by bad reactor design (and secondarily by engineers 
who deliberately and illegally violated safe operating procedures). Since 

2000, nuclear’s safety record compared with all other energy sources 
has continued to improve. 

In March 2011, there was a spectacular demonstration of nuclear 
safety. The largest earthquake and tsunami ever recorded in Japan 
killed about 20 000 people and struck six old-fashioned nuclear power 
plants at Fukushima, causing severe damage to four of them. There 
was huge disruption to people’s lives. But the radiation released has 
killed nobody and is unlikely to kill anyone in future [5]. Fukushima, 
like Three Mile Island in the US in 1979, seems likely to be a nuclear 
‘disaster’ that kills no one.

Nuclear power is indefinitely sustainable since there are such 
enormous amounts of uranium and thorium in the ground and the 
sea, and since breeder reactors can extract much greater amounts of 
energy from each kilogram of fuel than existing reactors. Nuclear power 
is economic, and in many countries, such as France and the US, is the 
cheapest source of electricity. France, which generates about 80% 
of her electricity from nuclear, has the cheapest electricity in Europe.

Nuclear also has special advantages for Africa. One of them is 
siting. Africa is a large continent with huge distances between cities 
and centres of electricity demand. In South Africa, for example, the 
transmission lines are 1 500 km long between the coal power stations 
in the north east of the country and Cape Town in the south west. Coal 
stations can only be built near coalfields (because of the huge amounts 
of coal needed and the exorbitant costs of transporting it over long 
distances). Hydro stations can only be built at suitable sites on rivers. 
Very long transmission lines are often required to bring the electricity 
from generator to customer and in Africa these lines are expensive 
and often unreliable. But with nuclear, the power station can be built 
wherever you want, close to the centre of demand. 

This is because the nuclear fuel is so tiny in mass, lasts such a long 
time and is so easy to transport. Koeberg, for example, uses about 40 
tons of uranium fuel a year. A coal station providing the same amount 
of electricity would require about six million tons of coal a year. Nuclear 
power, unlike coal, hydro and renewable energy can always serve the 
local community.

Waste
Every energy technology, indeed every industrial process, produces 
wastes that last a long time. All stable elements last forever and under 
the right conditions all can kill. So it is literally true, although not very 
significant, that every energy technology produces ‘deadly wastes that 
remain dangerous for millions of years’. Mercury from coal combustion 
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and cadmium from solar panels are examples of toxic energy wastes 
that last forever. Nuclear is unique in that only it has procedures for 
dealing with its wastes, which is easy to do since they are small, solid, 
stable and become less radioactive with time. 

Although I do not believe the rising CO2 dioxide is causing danger-
ous climate change, it is a fact that nuclear power is by far the best 
technology for reducing CO2 emissions.

Public perception
The biggest disadvantage of nuclear power is public perception. It is 
perceived as dangerous although in fact it is very safe. It is perceived 
as having a waste problem although in fact it has the least waste prob-
lem of any energy source. The Fukushima accident, although in fact 
demonstrating nuclear safety to an astonishing degree, was perceived 
to show nuclear to be dangerous and has lead to the shutting down of 
nuclear stations in Germany and Japan, where it had been producing 
each country’s cheapest electricity reliably and safely.
Pebble bed nuclear reactor
Nuclear has special problems in Africa. Probably the biggest is unit 
size. A modern nuclear power unit typically has a capacity of at least  
900 MW (the size of one of Koeberg’s units). But most African countries 
have a total grid capacity of less than 2 000 MW, and many less than  
1 000 MW [3]. They could not possibly accept a 900 MW unit. Probably 
the only two countries that could are South Africa (total capacity about  
42 000 MW) and Egypt (about 25 000 MW). African countries need 
units of about 100 MW. The South African pebble bed modular reactor 
(PBMR), which had a unit size of about 80 to 165 MW (depending on 
design), would have been ideal. This was a South Africa power plant 
based on a proven German reactor, using helium as the coolant and 
graphite as the moderator and incorporating ‘inherent safety’, where 
no equipment failure or human error could cause an accident that en-
dangered human life. Unfortunately the PBMR project has been ended.

However, PBMR has a successor that promises to be even better 
and more practical. This 
is the TH-100 or Tho-
rium-100, which will be 
a nuclear plant produc-
ing about 100 MW of 
heat or about 35 MW 
of electricity, using a 
similar reactor design 
to that of the PBMR but 
simpler, smaller and us-
ing thorium as the main 
fuel. Thorium, which 
is about four times as 
abundant as uranium, 
is in most ways a bet-
ter fuel and can extract 
more energy from each 
kg of fuel. The TH-100 
is being developed by 
South African nuclear 
engineers working with 
Steenkampskraal Tho-

rium Limited, a company that plans to mine rich ores of rare earths 
and thorium in the Northern Cape.

High costs
Nuclear plants have relatively high capital costs compared with coal and 
gas, although their running costs (fuel, operations and maintenance) 
are low. Moreover they have long lives, typically 60 years for modern 
plants, and high capacity factors (they produce a lot compared with 
their capacity). So the unit costs of nuclear electricity are low over the 
lifetime of the plant. However, the initial capital costs require consider-
able financial resources and expertise.

Before any African country acquires nuclear power, she must set 
up the necessary legal and regulatory framework in full compliance with 
international nuclear standards. There also must be full compliance with 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) to protect against nuclear 
weapons proliferation. Africa is desperately shortage of technical skills 
on every level, from graduate engineers to artisans. These are required 
for nuclear power, but they are also required for most other sectors of 
a modern industrial economy. Africa must acquire them. 

Conclusion
Various African countries, such as Ghana, Kenya, Namibia and Nigeria, 
have expressed interest in developing nuclear power. The DRC, Ghana, 
Nigeria and South Africa have research reactors. In December 2011, 
Ghana Business News reported that “Russian technocrats will build 
Ghana’s first nuclear power plant”. In November 2010, the African Union 
(AU) established the African Commission on Nuclear Energy (Afcone) to 
promote the development of nuclear energy in Africa. It was reported 
in August 2012 that this commission is set to become fully operational 
and to be hosted in Pretoria, South Africa.

Nuclear power is neither a magic wand that will solve all energy 
problems nor an agent of the devil. It is simply a clean, safe, sustainable, 
economic and reliable source of large scale electricity. It is one rational 

option for Africa’s pressing electricity needs.

Radiation below 100 mSv (milliSieverts) 

has never been seen to do any harm 

to humans. At Ramsar in the Iran there 

are natural radiation levels of 260 mSv/

year; no harm has ever been seen to 

the population living at these levels. In 

Japan after the Fukushima accident, the 

highest dose to a member of the public 

was 23 mSv. Some workers received 

doses of between 100 mSv and 200 mSv, 

which slightly increases their chances of 

getting cancer, but this increase is slight.
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